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The aim of the article is twofold: to describe some theoretical underpinnings of reengineering and 
to analyze several advantages and disadvantages of reengineering for managers’ future consideration.A 
known definition of such a radical change states that reengineering is the fundamental rethinking and 
radical redesign of business processes in a company in order to achieve better organizational performance 
and reach excellent financial results. It is noteworthy to mention that the multiplicative effect of successful 
reengineering efforts extend not only to the company itself, but also for the whole country, given the 
impact of redesign results of the national companies, industry organizations and other commercial 
establishments.
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М.К. Кен же ға ра но ва
Реин жи ни ринг биз нес-үр діс те рі не гі зін де  

 ұйым дық өз ге ріс тер ді ен гі зу

Бұл ма қа ла да ком па нияда ғы реин жи ни ри нг тің теоре ти ка лық не гіз де рі си пат та лы нып, реин жи
ни ринг ен гі зу дің ар тық шы лық та ры мен кем ші лік те рі не тал дау жа са лын ған. Ұйым дас ты ру ке зін де гі 
ба тыл өз ге ріс тер ен гі зу анық та ма сын да реин же ринг – ком па нияның биз нес үр діс те рін қайта құ ру, 
тү бе гей лі өз гер туі бо лып та бы ла тын ды ғы айт ыл ған. Мақ са ты жо ғар ғы ұйым дас ты ру шы лық әре кет 
ар қы лы жақ сы қар жы лық нә ти же ге же ту. Реин жи ни ри нг тің муль типли ка тив ті ір ге лі өз ге ріс тер ық
па лы тек сол ме ке ме ге ға на емес, бү кіл отан дық, ұлт тық ком па ниялар ға жә не ком мер циялық ме ке
ме лер ге де та рай ды.

Түйін сөз дер: тү бе гей лі өз ге ріс тер, реин жи ни ринг, биз несүр діс тер реин жи ни рин гі, ұйым дық 
өз ге ріс тер, жақ сар ту.

М.К. Кен же га ра но ва
Внед ре ние ор га ни за ци он ных из ме не ний  

на ос но ве реин жи ни рин га биз нес-про цес сов

В статье опи са ны теоре ти чес кие ос но вы реин жи ни рин га и проана ли зи ро ва ны преиму ще ст ва и 
не дос тат ки реин жи ни рин га в ком па ниях. Из ве ст ное оп ре де ле ние та ко го ра ди каль но го из ме не ния 
в ор га ни за циях гла сит, что реин жи ни ринг – это ко рен ной пе рес мотр и ра ди каль ная пе ре ст рой ка 
биз неспро цес сов в ком па нии с целью дос ти же ния луч шей ор га ни за ци он ной дея тель ности и по
лу че ния вы со ких фи нан со вых ре зуль та тов. При ме ча тель но и то, что муль типли ка тив ный эф фект 
от ус пеш но го реин жи ни рин га расп рост ра няет ся не толь ко на са му ком па нию, но и на всю ст ра ну, 
учи ты вая влия ние та ких фун да мен таль ных из ме не ний на дея тель ность на циональ ных ком па ний, 
от рас ле вых ор га ни за ций и дру гих ком мер чес ких уч реж де ний. 

Клю че вые сло ва: ра ди каль ное из ме не ние, реин жи ни ринг, реин жи ни ринг биз неспро цес сов, 
ор га ни за ци он ные из ме не ния, улуч ше ние.
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Management specialists have begun to develop 
the theme of reengineering in the 80s of the last 
century. According to M. Hammer and J.Champy 
«Reengineering – is the fundamental rethinking and 
radical redesign of business processes to achieve 
significant improvements, as well as key indicators 
for modern business performance as cost, quality, 
service and efficiency» [1]. Despite the fact that 
the definition refers to the changes in business 
processes, the subject matter is about a complete 
change in the enterprise.

The greatest contribution to the theory of 
reengineering except M. Hammer and J. Champyhave 
been made by: DavenportT., Jacobson, J. Carlson, 
J. Martin, and Johansson. In 1992–1993 business-
process reengineering (BRP) has been successfully 
used in the insurance, telecommunications, energy, 
electronics, computer engineering, and production 
of consumer goods. Since 1994, reengineering was 
implemented in banks and government agencies in 
the United States: in 1994, 75% of the 400 largest 
U.S. banks performed reengineering projects. In 
addition to many US companies, reengineering 
received recognition in Latin America and East 
Asia. 

Davenport connects with innovations in 
reengineering processes. This new approach in 
organizations combines advanced information 
technology and human resource management [2].

Causes of reengineering: reengineering causes 
are many and they are divided into external and 
internal. External factors include: increased 
availability of goods and services, which became 
possible to buy anywhere in the world. In this 
regard, the competition has increased, as more and 
more manufacturers are offering more affordable 
and quality products and services. Further, increased 
consumer demands for goods and services provided 
avenues for new approaches in doing business. 
Consumers have become more demanding for 
quality, price and terms of the provision of services 
and goods. Besides the phenomena of reduction 
of the life cycle of goods and services as well as 
shortened development and introduction phases 
of new products contribute to the entry of a huge 
number of sophisticated goods and services on the 
market.

Internal factors of reengineering include growth 
in the complexity of management tasks. Production 
of new and improved products and services require 
from management teams modern and effective 
methods of control and decision making, as the 
old methods may become obsolete and do not 

correspond to the realities and requirements of the 
time. Further, no increase in the number of staff is 
always an increase of customer satisfaction, so much 
attention is paid in the redesign of the organization 
staff. Backwardness of the organization in the 
technological sense and inefficient use of computer 
technology inevitably lead to the efforts of an 
organization of rethinking its status quo, or it remains 
in positions of lagging behind ones compared to its 
competitors [3].

Let us refer to the concepts of reengineering.
Engineering business – it is the methods and 

management techniques that the organization uses 
to design business. Reengineering – is redesigning 
business in order to create a completely new and 
more efficient business processes, regardless of 
whether it was before in the organization. This 
definition contains several key words:

Business processes – is a set of interdependent 
and repeated actions (functions) that transform 
the material or information in the final product or 
service.

Fundamental. Reengineering involves a 
fundamental rethinking of the current rules and 
procedures in the company. Fundamental rethinking 
involves thoughtful approach to business processes 
that are outdated and do not meet the requirements 
of the time.

Radical. This means changing all the systems 
and subsystems of the organization. When designing 
of all systems are offered completely new methods, 
forms and methods of performing the functions must 
be used. For example a change in the sequence of 
actions and process steps (changing the distribution 
of tasks between departments and employees are 
changing communication and information flows 
that occur within the organization).

Sharp (intermittent). Reengineering goal is to 
achieve a dramatic improvement of performance 
of the company by replacing the old methods, 
approaches and new management techniques. 
Picure 1 illustrates the abruptness of reengineering.

From this follows several characteristics of 
reengineering:

1. Reengineering involves restructuring of 
activities and business processes in the company 
completely different from what it was before. Due 
to the fact that organizational changes are dramatic – 
in the process of reengineering business completely 
changes (mutates) – including its system activity, 
area management, human resources, etc.

2. As a result of re-engineering the organization 
there are new and radical ways of working: that is, 
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the union of several business processes into a single 
process can occur, or operating procedures may 
become a single procedure;

– Team processes replace functional units;
– Employees work becomes multifaceted, if 

necessary the contractor must be able to perform not 
one, but several problems;

– Team members make decisions;
– Evaluation results affects the wages of 

employees;
– Managers are not controlling persons, they 

only help their employees (team members) to make 
decisions on their own.

3. Reengineering involves strict time constraints 
and actions, that is, changes should be sharp.

4. Processes, business processes are subject to 
reengineering.

As part of the dissertation research seems 
necessary to analyze the experience of using 
reengineering, and describe the advantages and 

disadvantages of this method is the fundamental 
organizational changes.

The main goals of reengineering include:
– Increasing the efficiency of the organization 

and all business processes;
– Complete customer satisfaction;
– Improving the competitiveness of the 

organization.
Due to the huge risk of failure in the 

implementation of reengineering, reengineering is 
used in the following three cases:

– When the organization is in deep crisis (high 
costs, lack of working capital, overdue utility bills, 
loss of pay, mass refusal of clients products and 
services, etc.)

– When in spite of the satisfactory position 
of the firm, its forecast of future performance and 
survival is poor (there is a threat of loss of market 
position, market share is expected to fall in demand 
for their products and services, etc.).

Figure 1 – Business-process reengineering [4] 
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– Reengineering is also used by aggressive 
and fast-growing companies that build power 
through separation from competitors and create a 
unique selling products and offers it to consumers. 
Consequently, application re-engineering in this 
case is the most appropriate, but managers should 
remember that reengineering requires large financial 
investments [4].

Reengineering and conduct of reengineering 
project as a full-scale changes in the organization of 
all systems usually consists of four stages:

1) Development of a vision of the future 
organization: at this stage, the organization builds 
a model of the future state of the company and is 
making plans about how and how to develop the 
business to achieve its goals.

2) Analysis of the current state of affairs of 
the organization: at this stage, the study of current 
business processes and creating component 
diagrams for analysis begins.

3) Development of a new organization (new 
business) at this stage, dramatically changing old 
processes are tested and new business processes 
with new technology are performed.

4) Implementation of the project of a new 
business (real reengineering).

It is noted that the above steps may be performed 
in a different sequence, some of them may be 
repeated in parallel and in series flow (Picture 2).

Due to the fact that reengineering is the redesign 
of business processes in the company, which are 
very diverse, managers and implementers of this 
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type of organizational change should meet some 
requirements. The following principles of business 
process reengineering must be maintained:

1. Integration of business processes. This is a 
very complex and multifaceted task that requires 
a lot of managerial effort and energy to first 

understand and identify unnecessary functions 
and processes, and then to design efficient ways 
to design and combine them into one or more key 
processes. For the integration of business processes 
it is usually created a team that takes responsibility 
for the process.

Figure 2 – Business-process reengineering [1] 
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2. Horizontal compression of business 
processes. This kind of compression process allows 
one person to replace a few people and reduce 
the number of errors at times. Manageability is 
improved by reducing the number of staff and by 
providing a clear allocation of responsibilities and 
accountability for processes.

3. Vertical compression of business processes 
(decentralization). Decentralization allows performers 
make their own decisions, which significantly reduces 
the time spent on business processes and eliminates 
the need to constantly refer to the manual for help.

4. Implementation of logic of business 
processes. Logical implementation of business 
processes (replacing the linear execution) saves 
time and helps make the trade-works quickly and 
efficiently.

5. Diversification of business processes. 
Diversification of business processes means that 
there are different options for their implementation. 
Different variants and versions of business 
processes enables organizations to adapt to the 
rapidly changing external environment.

6. Rationalization of horizontal connections. 
This principle means reengineering of linear 
functional units and the work is done where it is 
most needed and appropriate.

7. Streamlining of administrative influence. 
This principle states that the management measures 
should be only when it is really economically 
feasible. Reengineering decreases the number of 
inspections and control of business processes.

8. Culture solution. This principle solves the 
problem of reengineering –it minimizes various 
negotiation processes between the performers. 
This is possible through the reduction of external 
contacts.

9. Rationalization of Relations «company – 
the customer». Reengineering creates such an 
organizational structure in which the person in 
charge (authorized) manager provides a single 
channel of communication.

10. Authorized Manager (manager). This person 
is a buffer between the customer and a complicated 
process (or a problem) and is responsible to 
the customer and should be able to solve all 
the problems of the customer. Accordingly, the 
authorized manager should have access to all the 
performers of the process and information systems 
to meet customer requirements.

11. Saving side management centralization. 
Information technologies allow to put into effect 
the principle and serve customers, as this principle 
allows reengineering departments maintain the 
autonomy and have the opportunity to centralized 
data [5].

The process of reengineering significantly 
influences the following factors.

1. Motivation. Motives and incentives to 
implement reengineering should be clearly defined. 
In this important moment, top managers should 
know and understand that reengineering will 
give a significant result and lead to significant 
organizational changes.

2. Guidelines. For successful implementation 
of reengineering a project manager needed. This 
person heads the project changes and must be 
qualified and have an unquestioned authority.

3. Employees. Employees in the reengineering 
process must have adequate powers and should 
understand why this fundamental redesign method 
is important for the organization. Employees should 
strive to successfully develop new working methods 
and new patterns of behavior.
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4. Communications. Sometimes reengineering 
projects are unsuccessful, due to the fact that the 
changes were not properly communicated to the 
performers. A crucial role in this is played by 
various means of communication to facilitate a clear 
and common understanding of the strategic and 
operational staff of the organization’s objectives in 
the process of reengineering.

5. Budget. One of the most distinguishing 
characteristics of reengineering – are large costs 
associated with dramatic changes. Reengineering 
should have its own budget.

6. Technological support. Another distinctive 
aspect of reengineering is the intensive use of 
information technology as the technology needed to 
support the new business.

7. Consultations. Consulting or expert support 
is particularly necessary for those organizations that 
carry out the project of reengineering for the first 
time.

Besides taking into account the above principles 
during reengineering the mistakes must be also 
kept in mind. The following describes some of 
the mistakes that managers make implementing 
reengineering:

1. The company is trying to improve the existing 
process rather than to redesign it. 

2. Non-systemic approach to updating. It is 
important to update and redesign all processes, not 
just the organizational structure, management and 
assessment. 

3. Incorrect assessment of the corporate culture. 
In the process of reengineering it is essential that 
top management explain to the staff not only details 
of the re-designed process, but also explained why 
the staff should do it. 

4. Inconsistent development of innovations. This 
item is associated with the first and second paragraphs, 
since the implementation of reengineering can not 
stop half way and be non-systemic and inconsistent. 

5. Inefficient distribution of tasks for the 
development of innovation. It is important that 
reengineering is implemented from top-down. 

6. Inadequate provision of resources for 
innovation. Reengineering requires considerable 
time paying attention to all processes and financial 
and all types of resources.

7. Personality update problems. In connection 
with a fundamental restructuring of all processes – 
resistance can occur. This is normal, it is important 
to continue to explain and educate the conversation, 
and it is important to know if reengineering fails, 
it is not because of resistance from the staff, and 
because of improper management practices.

Table 1 – Advantages and disadvantages of reengineering  

Advantages Disadvantages
Deep and fundamental changes that lead to radical and abrupt 
jumps.

Insufficient use of data of psychology approach to change 
efforts. RBP being too mechanistic.

There is a significant expansion of powers and competences 
of employees (there is growth and development, experience, 
human capacity building and improved economic performance 
organization).

High resistance to change and RBP and low social acceptance 
of such radical change.

Analysis of business processes to optimize business operations 
that are not needed.

The ability of employees in development and their willingness 
to take responsibility are taken into account.

A steady increase of profitability (cost-effectiveness). The method is inefficient when the organization needs to carry 
out small changes. 

The rapid introduction of fundamental changes increases the 
possibility of the organization to increase its profitability.

Rigid time constraints and actions may backfire and stages of 
reengineering can be tightened.

Improved workflow system sets a clear description of the 
company and each employee. The method does not give enough attention to social aspects.

Is the adaptation of organizational structures and regulations, 
implementing new information technologies.

High complexity of procedures and requirements in order to 
perform RBP.

Radical redesign of core business processes results in change of 
value concepts, mission and vision of the company as a whole.

In general, high organizational uncertainty and use the strategy 
of «top-down» (stricter requirements to perform work for the 
qualification of personnel, etc.).

N o t e: compiled by the author based on sources [1,2,3,4]
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Summing up the results of the most common 
mistakes made by organizations during reengineering, 
one must say that there are many examples of its 
effective implementation. The most important 
point is that if top managers know the basics of 
organizational transformation and radical ideas they 
lit reengineering, the chance to achieve full-scale 
changes is very large. Having abovementioned 
mistakes and possibilities in place, table 1 presents 
advantages and disadvantages of reengineering.

According to M. Hammer companies spend up 
to 32 billions of dollars annually, and 20 billions 
are thrown to the wind. In other words, not every 
change leads to a positive result. On the contrary, 
the statistics is dramatic since 50% to 70% of all 
organizational changes initiated in 1980 and in 

1990s failed to achieve their goals to implement 
changes [6].

Reengineering is a deep, comprehensive study 
of the processes occurring within the company, a 
radical rethinking of these processes, highlighting 
the main business processes to perform the primary 
functions of the company, a comprehensive analysis 
and restructuring in order to optimize, reduce 
time, eliminate cross-repetitive activities, ensuring 
clarity, and, as a consequence, better handling of the 
company as a whole. 

Multiplicative effect of successful reengineering 
extends not only to the company itself, but also for 
the country, given the impact of redesign resultsto 
the national companies, industry organizations and 
other commercial establishments.
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